He just knew how to play some trick on the ground that would make
the trees and flowers wait—make them feel it was still winter when it
wasn't winter, so he could be sure to have lots of fruit. Well, it was just
like making the cows have calves to get the milk, wasn't it? Like making
the pigs have little pigs so you could eat them?
That didn't explain anything.
And that wasn't nature at all.
Not the real thing. That was just how men got their living out of
nature. Just craft. Perhaps art?
This boy wanted to know something deeper.
This young sentimentalist already in love with truth!
Is there a more tragic figure on earth—in any generation?
THE APPRENTICE
Chicago. Wells Street Station: Six o'clock in late spring, 1887. Drizzling.
Sputtering white arc-light in the station and in the streets, dazzling and
ugly. I had never seen electric lights before.
Crowds. Impersonal. Intent on seeing nothing.
Somehow I didn't like to ask anyone anything. Followed the crowd.
Drifted south to the Wells Street Bridge over the Chicago River. The
mysterious dark of the river with dim masts, hulks and funnels hung with
lights half-smothered in gloom—reflected in black beneath. I stopped to
see, holding myself close against the iron rail to avoid the blind, hurrying
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I wondered where Chicago was—if it was near. Suddenly the clanging
of a bell. The crowd began to run. I wondered why: found myself alone
and realized why in time to get off, but stayed on as the bridge swung out
with me into the channel and a tug, puffing clouds of steam, came pushing
along below pulling an enormous iron grain boat, towing it slowly through
the gap. Stood there studying the river-sights in the drizzling rain until the
bridge followed after and closed to open the street again. Later, I never
crossed the river without being charmed by sombre beauty.
Wondered where to go for the night. But again if I thought to ask any-
one, there was only the brutal, hurrying crowd trying hard not to see.
Drifted south. This must be Chicago now. So cold, black, blue-white and
wet. The horrid blue-white glare of arc-lights was over everything.
Shivering. Hungry. Went into an eating place near Randolph Street and
parted with seventy cents, ten per cent of my entire capital. As I ate, I
was sure of one thing, never would I go near Uncle Jenkin Lloyd-Jones
nor ask his help nor use his name.
Got into the street again to find it colder, raining harder. Drifted south
and turned left, shivering now in front of the Chicago Opera House on
Washington Street, the flood of hard lights made the unseeing faces of the
crowd in the drizzle, livid—ghastly. Under a great canopy that made a
shelter from the rain were enormous posters—*Sieba'—Extravaganza by
David Henderson, Grand Corps de Ballet. And there the dancers were,
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